
Pasture Harrow Rake

KANGA Pasture Harrow Rakes are linkage implements engineered to spread animal and organic matter. Harrow Rakes can also be used to 
rejuvenate outside arenas and lightly scarify ground, leaving shallow grooves to catch rain and increase moisture penetration. 

The frame is manufactured from tubular (3mm) steel, braced front to back, and incorporates a heavy-duty scraping edge. This design provides 
the Harrow Rakes with the strength to scalp large clumps of manure, clods of soil and coarse vegetation. 

With the large clumps broken, the heavy spiked net section slides over the contours of the ground, further reducing the size of the particles, 
stimulating growth and reducing the need for non-organic fertilizers. 

KANGA 2.0m Harrow Rakes are non-folding, rigid implements for tractors 15 - 30hp.

KANGA 4.0m Harrow Rakes are available in three folding configurations, while KANGA 6.0m Harrow Rakes come standard with a hydraulic fold 
and category 2 linkage.

All KANGA folding Pasture Harrow Rakes are designed to fold and fit through a 2.4m (8’) gate.

Pictured 6.0m hydraulically folding harrow (KHPR600)
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Pictured 4.0m manual folding harrow (KHPR400-C2)

Pictured 2.0m rigid harrow (KHPR200)

Reversible net secured with locking bolt/nut
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Code KHPR200 KHPR400 KHPR400-C2 KHPR400-C2H KHPR600
Size reference 2.0m | 6’8” 4.0m | 13’0” 4.0m | 13’0” 4.0m | 13’0” 6.0m | 20’0”

Linkage Category 1 Double clevis, category 1 and 2

Design Tube frame with single piece cast net

Harrow material Reversible, cast metal, three (3) prong star net

Folds No, Rigid Manually Manually Hydraulically Hydraulically

Width (mm) 2000 4000 4000 4000 6000

Fold width (mm) N/A 2000 2000 2000 2200

Depth (mm) 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800

Weight (kg) 100 245 255 255 365

Tractor range (hp) 15 - 30 30 - 60 40 - 80 40 - 80 40 - 80
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